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18-25

I experienced a lot of inappropriate sexual comments when I was younger working there though.
Suggestive comments
A customer spoke about how we should be married and what a good time we would have together. He
then gave me a suggestive wink.
A drunk customer made sexual remarks telling me to "suck her husband’s cock" and other like
comments.
I’ve had this "customer" touch my bottom, lower back, hips and an attempt to touch my breast which I
was only just able to move away from. Usually he would always intercept me on the shop front and trap
me between the shelf and my trolley.
Sexual comments, threats of rape
Man touching my lower back and telling me he was taking me home
following me around the store making sexual remarks, and one customer tried to kiss me
Unwanted touching and trying to kiss me
Smacked me on the bottom as he was leaving
Never sexual
Talked about inappropriate and vulgar topics
Asking for my phone number and if am single
Sly comments
An elderly man stroked/rubbed my legs up and down
Customers have shouted comments of a sexual nature when I have taken food to their parked car.
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A customer kept asking me out/ asking for my number and wouldn't stop even after say no multiple
times and was talking about to other customers. She made very uncomfortable and gave me fake
money in which I got a written warning for.
Things like middle aged men asking "let's fuck?" to me as a 20 year old girl. Never appropriate. Not
ever. Another Co-worker was invited to a foot fetish party while serving a customer next to me. A
customer asked my manager behind me if he gets to have sex with any of us.
Sexual remarks
Telling me I was not sexually attractive to him and should shut up.
Touched me on the hip. Then tried to kiss my hand on a separate occasion.
bought frankfurts called them donkey dicks and told me he would give me his and told my co-worker to
meet him in the cool room
the one from before where the guy was pushing his backside into me calling me a paedophile
There was an incident when an older man asked for my personal details and came into work 3 days in
a row being persistent to ask me on a date
Calling me sexy, asking for a strop search when I'm on door greeter
Aggressive, rude and just not natural human behaviour for such situations
An older man brushed my bottom with his hand, but our store I busy, so it may have been an accident.
In previous situations I have actually been mildly sexually harassed by customers, the first one was a
one off but the second one is a weekly regular and touches me in inappropriate places and says
inappropriate things to me, other staff members are aware of this customer and how intense he can be.
Other staff members usually call me to the warehouse when he is seen speaking to me.
I have had men leering at my breasts before. I am a big girl and have had a button pop unknowingly
and had men stare at me with no intention of telling me that my button has popped.
Sleazy male touching female staff including myself. Asked to stop touching us.
Asking if I would get down on my knees and suck him off
There was on incident where a male customer drove through the drive thru naked while masturbating,
and made an attempt to gain the staffs attention.
Guys making crude sexual remarks
Being a young woman, constant unwanted sexual advances happen. Generally after being nice/smiling
there's a chance people see this as an advance, even though it's in my job description
Comments, questions or remarks that make staff feel uncomfortable.
A 60 plus year-old male referring to me as his girlfriend and various other comments
Two regular customers pursued my two friends after they had told them multiple times they weren't
interested
Male customer, following me around store, saying uncomfortable remarks
Males making uncomfortable comments
Inappropriate conversation. Inappropriate comments.
Standard old men making unwelcome comments. Gross
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Yes, lots of grown men think it is normal to flirt and make young girls such as myself uncomfortable.
Often these men and one in particular, will always stand really close to my face when I'm supervising
on self checkout and he also commented on how I was wearing a skirt to work.
Comments, verbally. About me, to me or about female staff
Commenting on the way my body looks in my uniform, asking me if I'm single
Old men making suggestive comments. "You're too hot to be working here" and staring inappropriately
at body.
Inappropriate comments
Comments
A customer touched me on my lower back with his cold hands
Sexual innuendo mostly
Slapping me on the arse
A customer commented saying I’m the sexiest women he knows an asked me on a date.
Sexual comments about appearance, suggestive comments, phone numbers, touching, and sexual
jokes
Handing me an unwanted graphic picture to look at - the customer made me look at it and flashed it in
my face
Inappropriate comments on physical appearance and sexual comments.
Stalking and showing me pornography on his phone, he was issued a stalking caution. He was 50+
years old and would visit the shopping centre on a daily basis to check if I was at work. He would then
make comments such as "I noticed you weren't at work yesterday". I involved the Police as I felt
extremely uncomfortable and threatened when working shifts by myself.
I have men flirt with me, invade my personal space
Phone calls asking us to take dirty to a heavy breathing male
Nudity
It was all verbal and I knew I was safe in public
A man masturbated into underwear and gave them to me
Men making untoward comments or advances
A customer threatened to rape me as I locked the car park gates after closing time.
Hands on waist, not taking no as an answer. Constantly asking for sex
Sexist and degrading language, inappropriate physical contact
Sexual innuendo & attempted groping
Lipstick was offered to be painted on my penis by a bunch of drunken gay men. Enough said.
Innuendos during interaction, remarked as "sexy"/"hot" on comment cards, called
"doll/sweetheart/darling" by older male customers
I have been grabbed/touched or they have made sexual comments
A man told me his penis was too large for the zipper on pants and continued to discuss it to myself and
another employee even though he knew we were uncomfortable.
Degrading comments, inappropriate behaviour and touching
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Customer trying to lift up my skirt
Inappropriate comments about my clothing and looks
A man walked into store and just as I said hello how are you he began yelling at me. He yelled about
how women like me only get jobs because we have sex appeal and sex sells. It went on for too long, I
was new in retail, incredibly uncomfortable, alone on the service floor and too afraid to stand up for
myself entirely.
Inappropriate name calling, intimidation, wolf whistling and the like
I was knelt down moving products on a bottom shelf when an older male made an inappropriate
comment about me being on my knees.
Comments towards young female staff
Sexual comments or suggestions, makes the girls feel uncomfortable
lots of male partners of women shopping in the store think it's okay to harass
There are many occasions, but they are all effectively advances that you can't get away from because
you have to serve them, and they are a customer so you feel like you have to be nice.
Creepy old man has said things of a sexual nature about our young female staff members
Once again it wasn't particularly horrible but I’ve had male customers ask me and my co-workers out a
lot and made sexual comments about us. I used to have a man who would come in every week or so to
talk to me and even when I told him I was uncomfortable and not interested he continued to visit and
say upsetting things.
Sexist comments
We have customers who think it's okay to talk sexually about what they want and think it's okay to ask
out store employees, one girl has someone who stalks her out in the store and eavesdrops where she's
going to be and turns up at the same place
Indirect abuse, male customer hanging about female employees and deliberately standing too close so
you would bump or brush into him if you moved, violating personal space and extending this to other
female customers. He was eventually followed by security and before being asked, got the hint to leave
Getting hit on all the time, asking if I had a bf, asking for a date, trying to touch me, sexualised
comments, dick jokes the list goes on
Verbal Sexual Harassment to both myself and other staff
Making sexual jokes at staff, giving staff nicknames of a sexual nature and trying to get staff members
numbers.
Have been asked to walk in front so he can have a good view
Asked me to drive to Sydney with him when I declined he waited for me in the car park for me to finish
to try and grab me as I walked home.
Sexually objectifying me and other female workers. Saying what he would "do" to us
Derogatory nicknaming including grabbing hold of my hand/wrist over the counter, as well as leaning
close over the deli counter/case.
Being called sexy by 40 year old males who try and talk dirty whilst I have to serve them
Inappropriate language
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Explained above but grabbing me inappropriately and being held against them.
Just being seedy and making me feel uncomfortable
Hit me on my butt. Another (different) customer offered sex and tried to hit me on my butt
Being a young female, pretty much every shift an older male will make a pass or inappropriate
comment towards myself or another female team member
Very innuendo based but still made me extremely uncomfortable. Also had another customer asking
young girls in skirts to climb ladders/bend over to get items for him that he had no intention of
purchasing.
Asking for my number then threatening me when I didn't give it to him
Men coming into the store and saying sexually explicit and offensive things to our female employees
Comments mainly, if I responded in a way that made it clear to the customer that their behaviour was
not appropriate I would not be backed by management if they complained about me.
Verbally sexual, so picking up, flirting, creepy lines/jokes that are not funny. Name calling.
Inappropriate comments
Inappropriate comments regarding the appearance of myself and other female team members.
Sexual comments from middle aged men
Touchy
Called my sexuality into question
One customer threw his arm around me and grabbed my arse
Not really abuse, but my co-workers and I have experienced unwanted sexual attention and advances
many times.
Customers often take it upon themselves to make rude remarks and touch you inappropriately. This
behaviour is almost exclusively by men directed towards younger female staff.
Touching, unwanted sexual comments
There was a man in the store who was peering around corners to look at customer's and employee's
backsides. On a few occasions, he went right up behind them and leaned down in an attempt to have
his backside touch a females. He was also ogling quite obviously at women's breasts.. Several
customers came up to me to tell me that he was being inappropriate. I told a manager as I had seen
him doing this for about ten minutes to many females and nothing was done.
The customer kept staring at my chest and said he made me horny
uncomfortable, provocative behaviour, unacceptable comments being made and gestures.
Calling out bad names like slut or bitch or whore
Unknown customer was insisting on a hug, I refused. Elder man referring to me as "yummy"
Suggestive comments
Touching of hands. Sometimes shoulders when not behind the register.
Men who feel that they can say sexually suggestive things towards me and other female co-workers,
just because we HAVE to smile and be extremely friendly and helpful to everyone, so they seem to
think it's an invitation to be uncomfortably familiar with us. This often includes touching and standing, in
my opinion, waaayyyy too close as well.
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making kissing noises towards me and encouraging me to come closer for a kiss
Graffiti in toilets requesting for sex 3 times this year
I was groped by an old man who ran his hand, then his crotch, then his hand over my behind
Groping, asking to "come out to the car"
Inappropriate sexual comments
messaged me on facebook
Being winked at, being grabbed/rubbed on my bare skin.
Asking for telephones number, saying they will see me later
One man in particular used to come in all the time and tell me all the things he would love to do to me
and to watch out for him after I finished my shift. I banned him from the store and threatened to call the
police if he ever returned
Calling me a rapist
Very common for sexually inappropriate comments to be made about my appearance, or other staff
members appearances
Verbal threats
Customers regularly sexually harass female staff. Generally older men cornering you so you can’t get
away and hitting on you
Wanting to touch breasts, sexual comments
Customers persistently flirting and trying to get me to go out for coffee with them, lewd remarks about
my appearance
The customer was making inappropriate comments as I was scanning a pack of tennis balls. They
were watching me and said "you look like you'd be good with balls" and winked at me before calling me
"gorgeous" and "sweetie"
A customer kept asking me to take off my top
Sexual advances
Referee to as "hey sexy" etc. which was not invited or ok in the work place
Grabbed on the behind while filling drinks, had customers attempt to force me to go on dates with them
and one person tried to grab my breast while I was behind the register.
Some guy repeatedly trying to hit on staff members and generally being creepy
I was told I should leave work so he could follow me home to find out where I live.
You get comments about how hot you are or asked for your number etc
Sexually explicit language and suggestive behaviour
Customer who was attempting to steal and was obviously drug affected made securely inappropriate
comments towards me after being asked to leave the premises
Verbal obscenity
Said "Hey gorgeous, can you show me where the rope is?" And then put his hand on my lower back,
near my butt.
Someone was flirting with me and kept trying to touch me
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I've had old men "accidentally" touch my bum. I also had a man who stroked my hair, back, lower back
and arms.
trying out reach out and touch you, trying to get my personal details
sexual advances.
I repeatedly had a customer try to show me physical affection and seek me out within the store, after
asking him twice to stop and seeking support from management the issue wasn't rectified so I moved
stores.
If my girlfriend is happy in bed
looked me up and down and said I have a nice body
Sexualizing my body, calling me names, leering, standing very close
Regular customer hugs employees. Asks personal questions eg, would I consider getting my nipples
pierced
Sexual comments
Males make comments about how my body would fill out a certain garment, requested that I try on
lingerie.
There is a regular offender that management has asked to leave on several occasions but will not
formally prohibit entry to
I was groped
Touching bum while I am on self serve ,comments of a sexual nature
Male customer attempted to show me his underwear because he wanted to purchase the same style. I
felt uncomfortable and left him alone in the department.
Had a customer tell me that he would "fuck" me after my shift if I didn’t remove myself from working
where is was shopping
Made comments about my body while I was filling shelves.
Been looked up and down whilst the man stood closely to me and slowly said my name
Constantly trying to look down shirt and sexual comments
Have customers get very angry when I won't give them my number or get in their car
Just verbal stuff
Creepy winking and inappropriate compliments about my physical appearance
There is an older gentleman who comes in regularly and he will wait for me to finish serving my
customers to talk to me. He always says very inappropriate things that make myself and other team
mates really uncomfortable.
I had a man who knew my shifts and would come to the deli and ask me out repeatedly and when I
said no he would imply we could go back to his and do stuff, it took 2 months before he stopped
coming And I had ask Helen our manger to help the situation and her advice was to tell him to leave
which I did do everytime
Customer psychically touched me on my ass.
the girls are constantly catcalled, females expose themselves asking for free food frequently
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An older man came in and made sexual remarks to myself as well as several other young women
working. He forced another girl to hug him and touched the cashiers upper arm without consent.
A man smacked my behind with a pair of shoes.
Asking if I'm single, asking for my telephone number, asking to go on a date and getting abusive when
the answer is clearly no. Being told I am beautiful, hot and sexy while serving customers.
I had a teenage boy pretend to lose his pants and show me his underwear
Cat calling, inappropriate closeness, staring at inappropriate places on the body, touching hands too
long whilst exchanging products or money,
making comments about appearance, asking for work times and holding my hand
Being a door greeter some male customers become very touchy and when stated to managers they
think it's a joke
sexual comments are often made by older male customers, not so much abuse, but its still unsettling
Gestures and insinuations
Old man frequently sexually harasses myself and other young female staff. He implies sexual
innuendos, directly says that he would like to sleep with me, as well as share me with his friends. He
also asks other female staff if they are single. We have informed our store manager of this - not too
sure what the outcome was. Although the old man now leaves me alone, I know the other female staff
are still putting up with his sleazy behaviour.
I have been sexually assaulted both physically and verbally by male customers multiple times in the
last 12 months
Touching hands on purpose and asking for number
A regular customer always hits on the girls and says vile things to us
Had a few old men try touching me while I was on the door checking bags
Winking, asking for phone numbers, commenting on the size of breasts etc.
Customers have threatened to rape me in the car park.
Stalking after rejection of sexual and "romantic" advances
I wouldn’t say it was abuse but an old guy kept talking about what he did with his wife to me and
another guy kept saying come over to my place
A male customer basically said that he wanted to see me bend over
Unwanted attention + advances
"While you're down there" every Sunday if the customer sees me on my knees reaching into the back
of the fridges. Also MANY male customers think it's appropriate to call me sexy etc. it is never
appropriate in a workplace and/or by a person I don't know.
Rude comments about my body and insisting that they have my number
I've been kneeling down filling something on a shelf or inside my smokeshop and had customers make
lewd suggestions of 'while I'm down there'. When I have helped in the deli department customers ask
for the items furthest away from us in cabinets in order to peer down my shirt. I've also seen my line
manager be slapped on the ass by a customer as she bent down to get something off the floor.
A customer flashed his genitals at me while I was serving him.
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Not to me but others in the store
"Excuse me" "yes how can I help you?" "What are you doing tonight? What are you doing?" One
evening on the way to my department is the scariest one
No but have been made to feel uncomfortable by some male customers. To the extent when I asked
security to walk me to my car after work.
The male customer I just mentioned.
generally unwelcome advances, it's less threatening for me as a guy than the girls receive though
I was touched/rubbed on the backside by a male customer
Indecent exposure
Stalking one of my team members
Customers making sexual references to me.
Inappropriate sexual comments
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26-35 years

Male customers often make lewd comments regarding appearance or marital status
Keeps coming through my checkout, making me uncomfortable, asking if I have a boyfriend, asking me
out when I repeatedly said no. I said no very clearly
Customer asked me out for coffee. When I politely declined, a couple of days later came back into the
store abusing my workmates and myself and complained about my service also.
Sexually verbal
A customer in his 70s continued to flirt with me and I told him several times I didn't appreciate his
comments. The next time he came through my check out I tried to give him change from his payment
and he tried to grab my hand and somewhere else. I told him to stop and he wouldn't take no for an
answer
Customer says dirt unwelcomed jokes and innuendo towards several female staff asks me ever visit if I
have got my bone yet
Comments on my breasts
called a 'good girl', 'darlin' and the customer made smooching noises toward me whilst being served.
I have been followed around the store and told how "nice" I looked. I have also witnessed this occurring
to other staff members, often reps.
Grabbed my backside.
Every other shift there are customers who keep asking me out, forcing me to take their numbers,
making comments about my legs/butt etc - some explicit, some not. Making statements about my
assumed sexual preferences and habits etc.
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I have been fully groped by two drunk men at my store
This happens a lot. I’ve been called a stupid girl
Sexual comments by older men
Had a customer tell me I promised to go home with him the previous night when I’d never seen him in
my life, he then smacked my bum
A gentleman was trying negotiate the price of al tee shirt and informed him that I could not discount it
but he should return Saturday as it would be on sale, he then walked toward me and stroked my hair
and told me he'd be back for me. I'm so scared
have said they will rape me if they see me in public.
Customer has made repeated unwanted advances despite my rejections
A customer told me to shut my mouth as I was just a female and wanted to speak to a male
Msg of an inappropriate sexual nature
A customer kept grabbing my hand eg. When he passes me money, when I had to help him at the
shelves. Told me my eyes were so blue and that I had luscious lips. He was roughly in his 50s and I
was I my early 20s. I feel sick thinking about it.
There was a customer in October last year that tried to hit on me. He was an older gentleman and
while I was out the back trying to calm down he went on to tell a co-worker some inappropriate
comments about myself
Breach of personal space, suggestive language, inappropriate jokes, physical contact.
Lots of men between 20-40 years older than me make comments about wanting to take me home or
me 'providing service', and things like that.
Sexual comments that are unwanted
Inappropriate comments
One man asked me to open a cock ring for him so he 'could use it straight away'. Another, when I said I
was sorry we didn't have a product in stock said 'oh dear, well I'll have to spank you then. Although
you'd like that, wouldn't you?'
I have men regularly calling me names and gesturing sexually to me
Too many incidents to name here
Making me choose items I'd need to bend for and constantly
"I like how you're handling those bananas" while filling banana display
inappropriate comments
I have had numerous instances in the past 12 months, more than I can count but three fairly
inappropriate ones stand out. Men who come in with their wives or girlfriends and comment on my body
and/or clothes while their partners are in the change rooms. Two have asked for my number while their
partners are looking around and out of ear shot.
A regular customer who I knew from my work in the deli often gives lollies to the female employees. He
had started saying I was his girlfriend, 'I love you' and 'don't forget we're dating now' to me when he
came in. When he came through to talk to me when I was working in assisted checkout, and while we
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were speaking reached up, grabbed my head, pulled it down and kissed me on each cheek. I was too
shocked to react, and after he did that he continued to talk to me and also rubbed my arm.
Comments on ur body and gender
I have been called a fat slut a couple of times at the door
Nothing major, slurs when I refused something, trying to convince me to give them something I cannot
by calling me "a pretty girl"
Was approached by 2 twenty-something guys who said they were doing a bet/competition and they
needed me to give them a kiss. I felt very awkward and confused as my training instructs me to be
polite and acquiesce to customers, but I felt violated. After a few minutes of awkwardness, a colleague
saw I was distressed and when they spoke to her she awkwardly told them I had other work to do, so
they left.
A customer called me "it" and ugly when his son asked what my gender was. Another called me a
"dyke" and said I needed a man.
Customer asked if I was going to have a shower with him while I was selling a shower Bluetooth
speaker.
customer asked me out repeatedly, making me feel uncomfortable. made comments regarding treating
me like a sexual object.
By identifying as gay I have had several threats/verbal tirades about how I should be treated or what
people should/would do to me
A customer who misinterpreted my professional friendliness asked me to kiss him.
Comments about appearance, touch hair, moved hair to see name badge
Inappropriate comments, leering, stalking, and attempting to brush against us
Staring, touching, discrimination
I was on my knees counting stock and a male customer walked and said to me "while you down there"
and gestured to his crutch.
Had a customer say some inappropriate things to me after I told him I couldn't give him a phone
recharge for free based on his complaint that he had thrown one he bought earlier in the bin
inappropriate sexual comments continued after asking him to stop
creepy older male comes in and talks in lude manner towards the younger female staff. he is being
warned but ignores it just stays away for few days or comes when it's busy the manager can't chase
him out. the police are aware of him but unfortunately its a he said she said no audio on CCT.
Not me, but the girls I supervise
Customer asked to grab my ass in front of the duty manager and 5 other employees. Two weeks ago a
customer held me in place are I refused to kiss him at his request.
Crude sexual jokes and rape jokes.
Dirty old men saying filthy comments
In regards to blowing up balloons a customer very sleepily told me that he had something else I could
blow
Have been groped, lewd comments about my appearance.
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Touching my butt
Customer who is old keeps asking me and colognes that he want to take me out to dinner want to take
care of me
Passing of phone numbers and unwanted flirting behaviour
Inappropriate advances
Customer repeatedly cupping my breasts accidentally.
It's not necessarily abuse but I've had many unwanted comments and pick up lines from various male
customers
Some customer told an associate that if she has sex with him he'll buy her a iPad
Regular customer comes in saying inappropriate things to young girls and women
Creepy comments and personal questions from a regular customer
A customer one put his arm around my waist when I was in self checkouts and made crude comments
The above mentioned male customer has told a young staff member that he'd like to take her up
against a wall. Another time he smacked another female staff member on the rear.
Comments about the number 69
not so much abusive or violence, but inappropriate. yes. Was filling gaps in smoke cupboards.
Happened to be on my knees filling the bottom row and a male customer came up to purchase
cigarettes, and said, "Just where I like a girl to be"
Told me that I looked like a good fuck. And I could go a few rounds.
Customer talking about my breast, wanting to sleep with me, asking me to turn around and bend over.
Etc
General inappropriate comments. Nice butt, nice chest, want you in my room. It might have been
accepted 25 years ago not now
He asked me if I thought a condom would fit, and if they didn't could he return them, this particular
customer was also under the influence of alcohol at the time
Grabbing my behind
Just repeating my name asking what time you finish
2 gay men trying to push to get me to agree to a sex meet up. Not wanted
While cleaning inside a deli case, a man said he wanted to photograph me leaning into the case. This
was repeated to co-workers when they cleaned the case on other dates.
Told me to suck his d*#k
Male customer asked for a hug and kept moving toward me until I threatened to punch him.
While filling confectionary stands male customers have said while your down there and nice to see a
woman on her knees
Called me unpleasant names after turning down his constant asking for my number.
Making lewd and inappropriate comments about physical features
Customer was telling me and another Female employee to get in his fertility van. Was I and out of the
stood all day
sexual comments about my lips and the things he would like to do with them
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He tried to grab me.
While bending over to pick up baskets, a customer came up behind me and told me "jokingly" that he
had thought about smacking my bottom, but thought I might get angry if he did. Another customer while
asking about mobile phones for purchase, started telling me that he needed a phone with a camera
because he likes filming himself with his sexual partners.
Man told me 'damn girl don’t turn around in front of a Sicilian man, don't you know we can control
ourselves' while making hand gestures and licking his lips
I had been crouched down to fill up our drink fridges and had a male customer stand directly next to me
trying to put his private areas near my face. I had to get up and move away from him to only have this
happen to me again. He has also brushed up closely to other team members especially when they are
assisting him on our Assisted Checkout areas. Trying to touch them in inappropriate places. Have been
told by management to not make it look obvious that we were avoiding him even though he tries to
sexually harass us.
inappropriate comments and watching me and playing with himself
Following me around the store and telling me that I "should date him because I love him" until I walk
out the back and wait until he leaves
not me, however a customer made sexual remarks to a female team member
Older man who referred to animal body parts and compared it to mine.
I often get customers sexually harassing me. Thinking it's okay to hit on me whenever they want.
"You're sexy, I'll follow you if you show me where it is" re: query on location of item
Mostly verbal insults or swearing at or about me doing my job and following procedures. Some
personal verbal attacks. One specific customer suggested I be "tied up"- which as a short female was
quite confronting.
A regular customer, on 2 seperate occasions, touched me indecently.
I have a man that comes in regularly and always asks females to look down the back of his pants to tell
him his size. He follows you if you don't do it.
A customer told me he'd jump the counter if he could (had night window) to have sex with me
I have experienced unwanted sexual attention on multiple occasions during my 9 years in retailers
I have been fully groped by two drunk men at my store
Underlying jokes
Repeatedly abuse surrounding accusations of my sexuality. Have also observed the female staff
sexually harassed and ogled.
I was the manager on duty and felt I had to refuse service to a male customer as he was staring into
space, swaying and slurring his words. It took 10 minutes until he listened to my request to leave the
store and as he walked past my till he looked at my hand and told me I'd see the situation different if I
was 'married and getting some'.
In reading the price of the sushi being asked if a blowjob comes with that.
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My husband and I both work in the same store and often take lunch breaks together. While sitting in my
car eating lunch, a well known offensive customer decided it was ok to yell vulgar comments into my
car window directed at my husband and I.
However I do feel sexually harassed by a number of male customers who regularly come in and flirt
asking when they can take me out etc. certain customers are known by staff and male staff members
prefer to deal with them where possible due to female staff feeling uncomfortable
Asking me if I had a boyfriend and when I said yes asking if they could watch us fuck. They were
clearly intoxicated at about 7:30/8 in the morning
Customer touched me inappropriately
Customer grabbed my bum
Flowers and very unnecessary comments
As a line manager, I often have to assist some checkout operators when customers make them feel
uncomfortable. Its something that we should be able to stop the customers from doing.
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36-45 years

Called me a paedophile
I was on my knees stocking lower shelf's, and a customer said I bet I liked being on my knees for
sexual reasons
Customer masturbated in front of me.
I have been threatened with kidnapping
a male customer tried to steal some meat when asked to return the meat he said to me when you leave
tonight my meat (grabbing his crotch) will rip you wide open
Saying no one would have sex with a fat sheep and so on
reference to weight and attractiveness
But another girl was targeted for 3 days and she was fully pregnant
One of the "regulars" makes very inappropriate sexual comments to my young female team members
Although I've said no, I served numerous intoxicated people in my previous retail job & recently a man
in a women's clothing store want help & referred constantly to my breasts & "his best mates missus'
boobs" for a point of reference size wise.
Because I female
Sexual innuendo
Only a few weeks ago a customer who is well known to

came to make a large

purchase from me. He began touching me inappropriately and calling me babe and honey. This
continued for probably an hour.
dirty inappropriate comments and staring
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Just making uncalled for comments
Always being suggestive about having a relationship with me
sexual innuendos, asking personal question and making sexual based comments, sexual advances
and stalking in person and via phone calls, invasion of personal space
Men standing very close while bent filling lower shelves
Creepy guy demanded I look into his eyes and said I was "rude" if I didn't. He was buying boxes of
condoms and lube
Being touched inappropriately as well as making verbal gestures.
Sexual suggestive comments
Touching
Lewd remarks
Was told I deserve to be raped with a chainsaw because a sale price finished. I also regularly have
customers who believe it's okay to touch
Get felt up
Derogatory remarks of sexual nature
Email and Xmas card, plus inappropriate language
asking me to sit on his cock
Making lewd inappropriate comments about " hooking up"
Suggestive comments. Sexual remarks
ask me to have quick sexual intercourse with him
A man put a cold bottle of milk on my bum and asked me if it was cold
Some of them tried to touch me and ask can I hold your hand? I think this is ridiculous and I don't want
him to hold my hand. I don't know him before in my life but he tried to flirt with me.
Stupid females know nothing, think with their legs. Can't service for a decent job, suck for the shit job,
etc
Being told I would look better in a bikini serving
he made sexual innuendos
Making comments about my breasts
Inappropriate language and unwelcomed touching
Man buying condoms and lube demanded that I look into his eyes
Inappropriate comments, one customer groped my torso
I'm always getting chatted up and have been forced to wear a wedding ring to try to fend some off
Homophobic swearing
Asked for virgin ham and comment about nice breast regularly every visit
I’ve had customers reach out and touch my name badge so they can brush their hand on my breast
Had his hands in his pants whilst looking at me as well as other customers inappropriately touching me
Customers asking what time you finish
Inappropriate touching
Several Men have asked for more than just alcohol...sex
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Crude comments eg: you'd be more easy going if you get a ####
I've had older man think there funny making sexual comments..in regards to the rewards cards. I would
ask them do you have a rewards card as it's was part of our mode of sale... They would reply your the
only rewards I need. Or are you going to reward me with somethink.. These comments would creep me
out because I knew what they were insinuating
A customer asked me to get his wallet out of his pocket and I politely refused, he then got quite angry
because I refused.
Inappropriate verbal gestures
Lewd comments, suggestions of what I could come do with him in the carpark.
Sexual, verbal abuse by customers late at night for no obvious reason while I was behind the counter.
Made out his weekend would be better if he was spending it with me
Teasing, joking
Touched me inappropriately or suggestive remarks
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46-55 years

Comparing chicken breasts and womens breast
Sleezy talk looks u up & down
A guy said to me that because the weather was so hot, I should take my top off. He was disgusting,
and the other female customers around him were also disgusted
Felt physically trap by the customer
Older male customer pinched my backside as he walked behind me
Just dirty old men trying to make dirty jokes
Dirty talk and trying to kiss me
Just trying to chat me up
Been called cunt, fat bitch, faggot
Sexual innuendo and inappropriate comments from male customer
Made comments about girls panties when they bend over. The customer smelled and didnt seem all
together with the real world.
Suggestive comments
Customer asked if he could feel me
suggestive
drunk or on drug saying all kinds of remarks
I politely asked for a big bag check. The man replied: “you are not checking my "f'ng bag,"f you," " you
can suck my d and my balls." He quickly run out of the store. I was shocked and trembling afterwards.
Sexual discrimination against my sexuality
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Just suggestive comments
Inappropriate comments that are gross and sleazy
Sleazy comments
Sexual request
Being grabbed by the arm and grabbing my hand. Suggestive remarks also
Demanded to speak with a male
Comments of sexual interest, innuendos, giving me their mobile numbers, constantly trying to look
down my top, asking me out for coffee, and so on...
Sexual matter
I was loudly called a paedophile in several verbal attacks.
don't have to put up with attitude from a young girl like you!
Inappropriate touching on my bottom
Gentleman 60+ insinuated vulgar and forward unsolicited behaviour to my person urging me to leave
my husband for him
Just customers who are overfriendly and tell me how beautiful I am which makes me uncomfortable.
male customer told me that he would like to give me a free sample of his genitals
been asked to recommend condoms and which ones I prefer
Old man touched my backside
A guy used to come through my register most Friday's. He wanted me to go out with him. I told him no,
I don't think it was appropriate and my husband wouldn't like it. He was still persistent. Eventually he let
up and left. Rarely see him at all now for at least 6 months or more
A partially blind gentleman comes in on a friday night and ask for help which the ladies would help him
until his questioning became to personal like how do you shave your legs what do you use to shave
your legs how many times do you shave your legs and then when a junior helped him he commented
on her bottom.
We have one particular customer who is extremely crude and suggestive in his interactions with us
Only in the sense that he would not deal with women, and got very verbally abusive towards myself
and wanted to only deal with a Manager. Unfortunately my Mgrs are all female.
Unsolicited touching of arms, legs, back. Inappropriate comments
I was propositioned by a man & I declined & next time I served him he accused me of being attracted to
him just because of my good customer service skills with him.
old guy that can get abusive can also be suggestive put hand on my shoulder drew hand down back as
I turned to see who it was, told him never to do that again ever, hasn’t since
I have had two older male customers kiss me. I turned my head away with one but he partially got me
in the mouth. The other customer snuck up behind me when I turned in his direction he kissed me on
the mouth. I informed the complex manager. No record made.
Describe tightness of butt even been asked out
yeah baby do that
threatened with rape after catching shoplifter
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Stalking
Seeking me out in store 2 leer & say 'hello beautiful' every shift.
Same guy trying to pick me up and saying sexual things
General male pig attitude and privilege.
Generally older men think its ok to be derogative when asking for goods
Whilst massaging (in my other job)
trapped in toilet
Prank phone calls with sexual abuse
Many men believe it's ok to tell dirty inappropriate jokes or flirt when it's in called fir
I had a guy who pretends he's heavily disabled come to me frightened as he had lost his carer. He then
asked me to hold his hand and look after him, so I did and he was a criminal known to police.
one guy came up behind me in self checkout and ground himself against me from behind
Stalking and abusive behaviour when it was bought to his attention.
An old man that comes in trying to be cool...I take it with a grain of salt n just give a dirty look or tell him
no need for that talk n he wanders off...
The truck driver who threw the punch at me told me I should go and get laid and I would be a smarter
bitch. He also told me I was so dumb and ugly no one would want to have sex with me.
Customers asking for a pat down when exiting the store. One customer told me I was the one he would
most like to have an affair with
Telling me about his sex life sand asking about mine
Follow me home and rape me
Customer talking with sexual innuendo and holding their crutch
Subtle suggestions relating to wanting to do specific things...mildly suggesting in a joking type manner,
things that I would never do. Even though he knew that I was married and said that my husband
wouldn't mind.
By patronizing comments as I am a female
When I was bending over a customer said you should be careful if your going to bend over like that in
front of me.
man asking young staff about bras
A woman doing a mans job
Comments about my breasts or backside.
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56-65 years

Young man had his genital out the top of his pants under his shirt, but enough for me to notice
Customer making comments about the size of my breasts
On one occasion an older man asked me to have a meeting with him in the nude, was very creepy and
strange. Men ask for strip searches or want me to measure their inside leg. While it may all seem
harmless, it makes me feel uncomfortable and I don’t like it.
One customer I can think of saying inappropriate things about young female staff
He said all the women who worked there were a pack of whores
Told what they would do to me in carpark.
Men often feel it's okay to comment on the size of my breasts.
yes but non threatening more friendly or opiniated
Customer went to undo shorts and lower them making verbal comments of a sexual nature
A customer stuck his hands down the front of my shirt.
One customer makes it known that he hates women
Making sexual jokes
Called stupid bitch
About 25 year old male customer waited till he was up close about a hands distance from my face to
tell me at the front door exit, that his zipper on his shorts was undone
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65+ years
Contents
No table of contents entries found.
No table of figures entries found.
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APPENDIX B
Customer Abuse and Violence Survey Responses (Fast Food Industry 2018)
All age respondents:
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17 years and Under

Rude gestures and comments
Customer saying I was beautiful and asking if I was alone and how long I’d be alone for
Old men winking and saying rude sexual comments
I asked if they wanted to insert the card and they said they'd insert something else
Inappropriate comments, man flashed me, rude gestures
people yelling out comments through drive thru
Cat calling by customers in the store
Got called slut and more
being name-called (one time it was "honey bunny", being touched on the hand inappropriately
People asking me what my other blood is called because my name tag if over the other one
asking name, winking, if I’m free
Inappropriate comments
Inappropriate comment
A guy called me a slut when I walked off and back inside
Constantly hitting on me to get me to go out with them and how age doesn’t matter
Customer wanting to take me home and have “fun” and shoot up
passing the cash change through the window he took my hand and was rubbing up and down my hand
saying how nice I felt under his fingertips. Also have had an old man ask to take me home with his fries
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making comments like “I love it when a girl gives it a good twist” and inappropriate nicknames such as
babe, darling, and sweetie, particularly from older, middle aged men. For context, I experienced this as
a 16-17 year old.
Over the last 12 months there has been 2 or 3 instances that were sexual in their nature. Some of the
men will blatantly say things such as, "you are so pretty, why are you working here?" and try to hold my
hand when I give them their change back.
Flirting at first then when I turned away they started making sexual advances
A customer made a comment about the chicken breasts saying why I can’t I have more then 2 breasts
these two ladies have 2 nice breasts
Asking if they could have me as their drink
I’ve had people wait till I finish my shift and follow me out, stare at parts of my body and then comment
on them. I’ve had this daily for three years and I’m 16.
Older customers making sexual remarks, asking for details such as snapchat
Inappropriate comments, rude comments and threats.
Sexual comments have been made towards me and I’ve seen advances being made on my coworkers.
I had a customer comment on my breasts, been stared at until I was made to feel uncomfortable by an
old man
I had a guy continuously come into the store to see me and he followed all my social media accounts
and sent and said really sexual things to me. I was 15 at the time
old man asking me for my phone number
During drive through, they will ask for my number and stuff like that
Comments made about my body parts and name calling (baby)
A man told me that I was sexy and that he wanted to have sex with me, his friend laughed and then
they left
not towards me, but a coworker has experienced multiple occasions of unwanted sexual advances and
gropes from customers.
Telling me to suck them off, saying I have beautiful sucking lips
idk he kind of just called me pretty birdy it kind of made me uncomfortable but wasn’t that bad
Many times I will catch customers staring at my chest and sometimes they will wink at me which isn't
that big of a deal however it makes me very uncomfortable
swearing
Sexual remarks been aimed towards me
Just being called babe, winked at, told I looked pretty by middle aged men
commenting on a coworker’s appearance in an inappropriate manner, telling another coworker to
reveal his genitals to them
Many men flirt with me at the drive thru which is very uncomfortable
In appropriate comments
Customers have asked what time I got off and how much. I have also given changed and the customer
has grabbed my hand.
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I was asked if my tongue piercing was working by an older man
Many make customers have hit on me and as a 14 year old girl who has already experienced sexual
abuse it is very uncomfortable.
It hasn't happened to me but to a co worker. There was two old men glazing and talking sexually to a
coworker
I had asked if that was all he would like to order, he responded “you?” And winked
Rude, abrupt, horrible, fowl disgraceful
I was videoed at work/taken photos of
I have had people make sexual comments and jokes about my age saying "Oh yeah, you’re finally legal
now so it's open season." But its only happened 3 times in the past year.
Asking if I wanted to come with them, yelling sexual comments as they drive off.
I was reaching for something on a high shelf and I caught a group of men looking at my bum
Was an old man and kept saying I was beautiful, so was the manager and all the other women who
worked here was beautiful
Sexually talking and commenting on my body
whistling, inappropriate comments , asking for my name details
Cat called, sexual comments about how I look
Cat calls
inappropriate comments and asking for my number
Inappropriate comments on my body
Sexual assault. Touching.
looking at my breast. telling me I’m sexy.
on an angle u can see through my shirt and he yelled he could see my breasts
Rape threats
I've had men try to hold my hand for extended periods of time even after I try to get away.
Sexual comments
when I was 16 I was called ‘baby’ by an elderly male customer
A gay man hit on me
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18-25 years

I was given inappropriate comments on my body.
I’ve had men wink at me and call me sexy
Customer tried to grab my boobs
We had a customer make inappropriate remarks to a 15 yo crew
Just inappropriate comments about my body.
touching my hands blowing kisses. making comments about me in the shower
A creepy guy kept asking for my address from my managers and my number from fellow co workers
when I strongly denied giving him anything.
Refusing to leave until I gave them my number. Another saying that I was and woman were what was
wrong with the world.
Sexual harassment
Customer saying he was driving around looking for me after night shift (I walk home)
A guy was rubbing himself down there while I was serving him
Starring at breasts
Guys I’m drive through are always saying “wanna root” “are you single” “when you finishing I’ll come
get you we can have some fun”
Sexist and inappropriate comments on appearance
Inappropriate comments, tracking down on social media
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As stated in previous question; threats of rape and then drunks on a Friday night saying they’re going
to “bend me over and fill me up”
“This is a pretty pink colour, just like your lips sweetheart” - some creepy old guy
Will look me up and down multiple times and makes it obvious. Also comments to their friends, and
making sexual jokes related to their food and myself
Objectification and inappropriate comments
threatened to be raped.
Self touching, indecent exposure
Drunk people saying inappropriate sexual comments.
Handing out money, won’t let go of my hand trying to yank my hand to try and get me out of my area.
calling me baby and sexy trying to push to get my number even tho multiple times I said no but still kept
a going.
Rude gestures
Suggestive comments.
I’ve been called “an exotic and spicy Latina” if that counts????
Asked for my number, cat called, whistled at, called love, babe, etc.
Customers will speak to the girls inappropriately, asking for their numbers when they’re clearly
underage.
1 customer always states we should wear skirts and fish net stockings and make up. Management
don’t say anything as they think he is joking (he is a regular)
I get people asking for my number sometimes, most of the girls do. Wasn’t sure whether to tick yes or
not.
Asking to take me home
called homophobic slurs
Inappropriate pick up lines, not leaving me alone when I say no to them
I delivered a pizza to a man’s house, he continuously told me how beautiful I was and when I tried to
leave he gave me his business card and kissed me on the cheek.
I had a guy watch me pull up my pants cause they were loose and made noises e.g- oh yeah baby
Just the general from tradies. Whistling and inappropriate jokes
Customer asked me to take off my shirt.
Mainly old men talking about my breasts
Was suggestively told I would be a “good” girl for him
Very rude comments about our uniforms which have phrases written on them such as spicy and saucy
and man asked if I considered myself saucy and horny in the bedroom
Being sexually suggestive based on my body in an attempt to get free food
Multiple older men or even young men asking me to go home with them for my number or making
whistling noises etc.
I have had a regular customer of mine come in and order food and on a couple of occasions, when I
have asked him if he wanted anything else with his food order, he said he wanted me. And the way he
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said it to me seemed to be hinting towards something sexual. So I simply told him that I myself was not
for sale in any way, shape or form.
Inappropriate comments
A couple of men saying inappropriate comments about my breasts and using my body for their
pleasure.
On at least 3 occasions, a trucker I see on a regular basis, has told me he wants me in response to me
asking him if he wanted anything else with his meal.
A lady saying that she would take me to bed if she wasn't with her husband and that I should be lucky
to be hit on by such a lady.
Constant remarks about the girls appearances in cafe, touching of shoulders, constant flirting from 1
customer
Making comments lewd comments towards the underage girls that were working
A customer was intoxicated and was being very inappropriate with comments
Lewd remarks about appearance
happened last night that a guy complimented my belt and then tried to touch it which is obviously in an
inappropriate area
Comments about my body, making verbal advances
Guys are always flirty and grabby
Been asked out numerous times, been told I'm a whore for doing my job.
Rude, sexual comments
Rude gestures and sexual comments
Innuendos and invites that were inappropriate
Inappropriate comments and wouldn’t take no for an answer.... followed me outside when I was on
break and wouldn’t leave me alone tried kissing me
They won’t let me finish my sentence or do my job, they will hold my hand when I hand them change,
get their friends over to gawk at me and worst of all while they are being served by someone they will
call over the "hotter" cashier and complain that they aren't being served by them.
Commented on what he would do to me if I came home with him.
Most men who ask for my number usually get the hint after I politely decline, there’s always a couple
that are grossly persistent. In my opinion asking at all is extremely inappropriate, I just want to do my
job. I think the worst scenario would have to be groups of young boys sitting on front counter staring for
hours.
People asking for my number, asking when I finish, if I’m a virgin, if I have a boyfriend, customers have
touched my waist, hips and butt, had people try to kiss me in exchange for paying more for food
Constant inappropriate comments
Asking for my number, calling me beautiful, asking personal questions
Inappropriate comments. Usually by guys trying to hit on me which makes me uncomfortable or older
men
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Sexual innuendos from an older customer saying "I would help you with those dishes but I don't think
we would be getting much work done" didn't say anything to a manager because wasn't sure if he
meant talking or stuff that I would not be interested in
Mostly general rudeness, haven't had any serious threats in a while but I'm assuming thats mostly due
to a constant stream of police coming in for coffee
I’m a female. Cat calls and inappropriate jokes are something I get on a daily basis.
Asked how I can help someone today and they said I could help them in many ways and asked if I was
single
Men constantly harass me for my phone number, catcall me etc. This occurs mostly on night shifts but
also during the day.
Had an old man hold out his hand with change, expecting me to take it out of his hand. When I did this
(thought it was helping him out) he said ‘yeah you would be used to be taking money out of guys
hands’!!! Highly inappropriate I was shocked and didn’t know what to say!
We do get the occasional vulgar comment about dark car parks
I heard that the girl at the drive threw window was flashed by a woman
inappropriate comments
Inappropriate comments about my personal appearance and body
wolf whistles, recorded on the phone, starting directly at my torso
Talking about my body
I had a lady in the back of a car in drive through pester me and ask some very inappropriate questions.
The major one which made me uncomfortable was she asked "which sauce I came with" and winked
inappropriate sexual comment happen often
Asking for numbers, being called slut, commenting on body features
Yes there are lots of guys sexually abused me by saying you are hit sexy or what time you finishing
your shift.
Inappropriate comments, particularly uncomfortable with regular customers who I have called out and
continue their behaviour towards my coworkers in front of me.
Asking for number, asked about boyfriend, asked what time I finish to make me uncomfortable
Rape and sexual assault threat
Looking me up and down and asking for my number
Many inappropriate comments of sexual nature, persistent asking for name and number
Call me fat, asked for head
Customers asking for number, cat calling
rape threat, sexual assault threats, being called his "sluty baby"
When handing over money - they grab your hand and stroke you. Being called babe/love/just in general
other comments that are uncomfortable coming from 40 year old men. People inviting you into there
house when you do deliveries, or people stepping outside of there house entirely to go for a “hug” to
express their gratitude.
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When I walk out to give food to people, other customers will tell me to go talk to them, grab me while
I’m walking, pull at my skirt when I’m walking back behind the counter
Making inappropriate and sometimes vile comments while ordering
I’ve had a few male customers say vulgar sexual things towards me.
Constant staring, and inappropriate comments
many inappropriate comments, wolf whistles.
Not sure if it was 'abuse' but a customer has joked quite rudely about kissing/being with me.
I have had a few customers lewdly comment on my appearance and physique
I've been called sexy and asked to come in a car.
When customers assume that when you tell them to “enjoy the rest of your night” as you are employed
to do so, they begin making sexual comments or hitting on you.
Inappropriate comments about my breasts
sexual comments
Old seedy males making sexual jokes
customers were making me give them my number and I refused but they kept chanting and asking
why. I had to end up making excuses but they didn’t care they just kept laughing. then when I handed
out the food they made me hand it into the person sitting in the middle so I had to lean in and they all
laughed saying I was trying to kiss them.
A group of boys were discussing having sex with me amongst each other and talking about my body
loud enough so I could hear, it was night time and I finished a couple of hours later, they were out the
front and I was frightened so I had a male manager walk me to my car, a couple months later they were
put in gaol for all raping a young 14 year old girl
Comments about breast size
Homeless man saying gross things
Asking for my number, adding me on social media, calling me little pet names
I had a customer cat call me ask for my number and comment on my appearance in a very creepy way
Customers asking me for my number, insinuating they want to have sex with me or making comments
to other people in the car or restaurant
Inappropriate language while working close (police were called to deal with customer)
I’ve had drunk customers comment on the size of my boobs quite a few times
That I looked sexy and asking what time I finished
They wish they could order me and take me home. That I should wear a skirt so something was at least
nice tasting.
I frequently receive unwanted sexual comments and have been pressured to hand out personal
information
Creepy flirting etc
Saying things like "hay baby can I have your number" or "sexy mamma gimme your digits"
Inappropriate comments
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I just described in general in my previous answer, but I’ve also had some disgusting comments about
my appearance that has made me super uncomfortable in the past at work from a customer, in broad
daylight.
Was told "that uniform would look better on my bedroom floor"
Polite conversation turned to gross innuendos and degradation of women

26-35 years

Many inappropriate comments. One slapped me on the backside
Not towards myself, but several of my younger female staff. Customers making suggestive
comments
touching hand when giving out money. in a bad way
“Oh you’re the area manager? I’d let you manage my area”
Constant inappropriate comments and gestures.
Searching me on facebook and messaging ne
As previously mentioned the comments made about my child...I was told I should go suck and
jerk off my child
one has said I was a "piece of shit" because something wasn't currently available at the time
Sleazy customers making sexual comments
Touching me, grabbing my waist while working. threats of rape
Had a bloke pull his dick out and masturbate in front me and other staff.
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36-45 Years

Inappropriate comments
Rude

46-55 years

inappropriate comments from male customers
just drunk idiots wanting phone numbers or asking for inappropriate sexual acts
Your too fat to work here
Blowing kisses and asking if I am married and then asking if I’m happily married once I answered yes I
was married for 18 years
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56-65 years

A customer asked me to have coffee with him and see where it goes from there and
slowly took the change from my palm with a soft intimate touch

65+ years

NO DATA
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